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Abstra t

Memory system is one of the main performan elimiting fa tors in ontemporary pro essors. This is
due to the gap between the memory system speed and
the pro essor speed. This results in moving as mu h
memory as possible from o- hip to on- hip. Furthermore, we are on a sustained eort into integrating
a larger number of devi es per hip. This renders
integrating a large on- hip memory feasible. However, a he memories are starting to give diminishing returns. One of the main reasons for that is the
delay in writing ba k the data of the repla ed blo k
to memory or to the next level a he. This makes
blo k repla ement time onsuming, and therefore affe ts the overall performan e. In this paper, we present
a ompiler-mi roar hite ture hybrid te hnique for solving the a he tra problem. The mi roar hite ture
part deals with bandwidth management. This is done
by predi ting the time at whi h a dirty a he blo k
will no longer be written before repla ement, and writing it ba k to the memory, at the time of low tra .
Thus, when the blo k is repla ed, it is lean and the
repla ement is done mu h faster. The ompiler te hnique deals with bandwidth saving. The ompiler dete ts values that are dead, and hen e do not need to be
written to the memory altogether. Therefore, redu ing
the tra to the memory and making the repla ement
faster. We show that the proposed te hniques redu e
the writeba ks from L1 a he by 24% for Spe INT and
18% for Spe FP. Moreover, around half of the dirty
blo ks are leared during low tra time, and before
their a tual repla ement time.

1 Introdu tion
Memory system is presenting the Von-Neumann bottlene k, and is limiting the performan e due to the
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onsistent in rease in the gap between memory speed
and pro essor speed. Ca he memories have re eived
great attention as a simple and e ient way of redu ing this gap.
The advan es in pro ess te hnology have resulted
in having several levels of a he memory on- hip. For
example, the Intel Itanium pro essor has three levels
of on- hip a hes, for a total of 3 MB [21℄ and L3 a he
is taking about 43% of the die area.
As Moore's law is expe ted to be valid for at least
a de ade to ome, the semi ondu tor industry asso iation (SIA) predi ts that pro ess te hnology advan ement will ontinue until we hit a physi al limit [2℄.
This means having either more a he levels or bigger
a he size.
However, the a he memory performan e starts to
give diminishing return. One important reason whi h
prohibits the in rease in a he performan e, is the
tra between the a he in a ertain level and the
a he in the next level, or the main memory. With
the in reasing use of prefet hing [10℄, the tra optimization between a he memories and main memory
be omes ru ial. The a he memory tra depends
mainly on the a he write poli ies, the write through
poli y, and the write ba k poli y, ea h of whi h has its
own merits and demerits.
The write ba k poli y, the one widely used, tries to
minimize the bandwidth requirement, by writing ba k
the dirty blo ks only at repla ement and hen e multiple a he writes may result in a single memory write.
Moreover, the write instru tion is exe uted at a he
speed, thus it is fast. However, the write ba k poli y
results in slow ontext swit hing, in ase of multiprogramming environment. Furthermore, the memory is
not always onsistent with the a he, whi h is important, not only in multipro essor systems, but also in
single-pro essor systems as well. For example, when

some DMA devi es make he ks on the memory. Finally, a read miss to the a he may ause a write to
the main memory, or to the next level a he.
On the other hand, the write through poli y makes
the a he always onsistent with the memory. The
read miss never results in write operation. Furthermore, the write through poli y is easy to implement.
However, the bandwidth requirement is huge, whi h
an lead to high power onsumption as well as more
severe bus ontention. Another important drawba k
of the write through poli y, is that the write operation itself is slow. This is mainly due to write buer
overow.
In the writeba k s heme, if the system bus is ongested, the buer gets lled qui kly, leading to loss in
performan e. The system bus is not only used by the
pro essor, but it is also used by some DMA devi es,
and some devi es, like the graphi s a elerators, thus
leading to ongestion. Hen e, it is apparent that we
need a new poli y that an make better use of the
bandwidth, while maintaining the advantages of both
the s hemes.
In this paper, we present a te hnique that ombines
both the ompiler te hnology with its apability to
analyze the full program, and the mi roar hite tural
te hnique, whi h an see the runtime behavior. We try
to optimize the a he-to-memory tra in two ways:
 Making use of the idle bus y les to send ba k
the dirty blo ks to memory. Hen e optimizing
the tra by better bandwidth management. This
depends on the dynami behavior of the program,
therefore, will be done by the mi roar hite ture.
 Using the ompiler to nd the dead values. These
values are not written ba k to memory, be ause
they will not be referen ed again. Therefore, we
optimize the tra using bandwidth saving. This
requires a global view of the program, thus, is
done by the stati analysis and is onveyed to the
hardware by the ompiler.
For bandwidth management, the hardware predi ts
the last store to a blo k before repla ement. Using this
information, the blo k is written ba k to the memory
or the next level a he, when the bus is not heavily
used. This does not happen in the riti al path and
therefore does not ae t the overall performan e. The
bandwidth saving is a omplished through stati analysis, by determining that a spe i value will be dead
after a ertain instru tion, hen e will not need to be
written ba k in ase of repla ement.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 gives an overview of the related work. The

bandwidth management te hnique is presented in Se tion 3, while the bandwidth saving te hniques are disussed in Se tion 4. Experimental results are shown
in Se tion 5, followed by dis ussion. Finally, Se tion
6 on ludes and summarizes the paper.

2 Related Work
In reasing hit rate and redu ing miss penalty have
been the main paths taken by the resear hers to improve the a he performan e. Vi tim a he [13℄ is one
of the earliest attempts to do that, followed by many
improvements [1℄[7℄. The te hnique presented in [18℄
showed a way of using the holes in the dire t-mapped
a he to de rease oni t misses. In [17℄, a te hnique
for predi ting a miss and aborting the operation is proposed. [19℄ proposed partitioning the rst level data
a he for lustered mi roar hite tures, to be able to
provide the timely bandwidth required with the inreased frequen y. The ee ts of long memory latenies and in reased memory bandwidth requirements
on the design of modern mi ropro essors and their
memory systems have been dis ussed in [5℄.
Many studies have fo used on ompiler analysis
and optimization to improve the a he performan e
[8℄[12℄[11℄[9℄. All these proposed te hniques try to redu e a he misses by improving data lo ality. The
ompiler does so by either pla ing the data e iently
in memory [8℄[12℄[11℄, or hange the memory a ess
order to improve the temporal and spatial lo ality.
Some work has been done in dead value dete tion
for register values [6℄ [16℄. [6℄ proposed a hardware
te hnique for dete ting dynami instru tion instan es
that generate unused results in registers. [16℄ performs
stati analysis to determine the dead register information, and uses this information at runtime to perform
various optimization, su h as de reasing the physi al
register le size, and eliminating register save and restore, at pro edure alls and ontext swit hes. Using
dead blo k predi tion to enhan e prefet hing is proposed in [14℄.
Improving bandwidth utilization has been proposed
in [15℄, where the a he lines that have been marked
dirty and be ome the least re ently used state are written ba k to the memory or the next a he level earlier than in a onventional writeba k poli y. However,
this te hnique annot be dire tly applied to a dire t
mapped a he for example, or with a a he that used
another repla ement poli y. The hybrid te hnique we
propose in this paper, an be applied to any a he
onguration.

3 Bandwidth Management
The main idea of bandwidth management is to predi t the number of writes to a a he blo k before a
repla ement. When this number is rea hed, the blo k
is written ba k to the main memory or the next level
a he, if it is dirty, without waiting for the blo k to be
repla ed. Hen e, when the time omes for repla ing
the blo k, it will be lean and the repla ement will be
done fast. The whole operation is done outside the
riti al path, hen e the overall system performan e is
not ae ted. Besides, a mispredi tion of the number
of writes, will result only in a small in rease in the
number of writes to the memory or the a he. We
found that this small in rease is mu h smaller than a
write through.
The method onsists of augmenting ea h a he slot
with two saturating ounters and one bit. The rst
ounter, alled urrent, ounts the number of writes
to that blo k. The other ounter, alled predi tor ontains the number of writes expe ted to that blo k. The
written bit is set if the blo k is written ba k to the
memory of next level a he before it is repla ed. If
the predi tor ounter ontains zero, then the onventional write ba k poli y is used. Whenever a store is
done to that blo k, the urrent ounter asso iated with
that blo k is in remented. When the urrent ounter
rea hes the predi ted number, that is, the value in
the predi tor ounter, the blo k is written ba k to the
memory, or next level a he, the urrent ounter is
reset, and the written bit is set.
When a blo k is to be repla ed, the written bit is
he ked. If it is set and the urrent ounter is nonzero, the predi tor ounter is in remented, and the
blo k is written ba k to memory. If the written bit
is not set and the urrent ounter is non-zero, the predi tor ounter is de remented. After the update of the
predi tor ounter, both the written bit and the urrent
ounter are reset.

4 Bandwidth Saving
In this se tion we dis uss two ompiler me hanisms
that save the memory bandwidth by dete ting redundant writes during a he blo k repla ement. In the
dead value dete tion (DVD) me hanism, the ompiler
dete ts the memory lo ations whose values are dead
and therefore, there is no need for writing those values
to the higher level when repla ing the orresponding
a he lines. The dead sta k dete tion (DSD) me hanism dete ts the dead sta k lo ations in the a he and
leans those lines on pro edure return.

4.1

Dead Value Dete tion

Ca he blo k repla ement an be optimized by using the dead value information provided by the ompiler. The existing write ba k a he repla ement poli y writes the ontents of a a he blo k into the next
memory level if the blo k being repla ed is dirty. However, it is possible that the value stored in that a he
blo k is no longer needed, i.e. its last use has already
taken pla e. In su h a situation we an just repla e
that dirty blo k without writing ba k the dirty blo k.
Consider the example shown in Figure 1(a). A
value is stored into lo ation X by instru tion I1 . Instru tions I20 and I30 read the value from lo ation X
and use it. Afterward, instru tion I100 stores a new
value in X and then instru tion I120 reads it again.
During program exe ution, the a he line holding the
lo ation X will be marked dirty after I1 . If this line
is repla ed before I30 then the line has to be written
ba k to memory. However, if the repla ement o urs
after I30 and before I100 , then although the line is
dirty, there is no need to write the data ba k into the
memory, i.e.lo ation X has be ome dead after I30 . X
be omes live again with the write by instru tion I100 .
This is a very ommon s enario in a program, beause most variables (memory lo ations) go through a
y le of write, one or more reads, followed by another
write, and so on. Sometimes there are multiple writes
to a memory lo ation without any intervening reads
1 . Furthermore, lots of memory lo ations be ome dead
be ause of register spilling, where a value is temporarily stored in memory from a register and then loaded
again from memory to the register just on e.
Compiler an easily dete t the s enarios mentioned
above in a program by using standard data ow te hniques. We have developed a ompiler algorithm[3℄ to
dete t the dead value information. This is used by the
a he to optimize the repla ement poli y. The ompiler dete ts the program points where a ertain value
be omes dead and passes that information to the proessor. A a he line be omes dead when all the bytes
in the a he line are either lean or dead. We have
also developed the me hanism and hardware support
needed to pass the dead value information from the
ompiler to the pro essor.
4.1.1

Overview of Compiler Algorithm for
Dead Value Dete tion (DVD)

In this sub-se tion we give a brief overview of our ompiler algorithm for the dead value dete tion. The de1 Ideally

these useless stores should be determined and eliminated by the ompiler using dead ode elimination
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I10

:

I20

:

I30

:

...
...
...

I100

:

I120

:

I140

:

...
...
...

/* Assume variable X is in lo ation 20(SP),
and Y is is 40(GP) and all the a esses of X and Y are shown */
...
sw r 1; 20(SP )
/* X is live after I10 */
I10 :
sw r 1; 20(SP )
...
lw
r 3; 20(SP )
/* X is live */
I20 :
lw
r 3; 20(SP )
...
lw
r 4; 20(SP )
/* X is dead after I30 */
I30 :
lw:last r4; 20(SP )
...
sw r 5; 20(SP )
/* X is live after I100 */
I100 :
sw r 5; 20(SP )
...
sw r 0; 40(GP )
/* Y is dead after I120 */ I120 :
sw:last r0; 40(GP )
...
sw

r 5;

40(GP )

I140

...

(a)

:

sw

r 5;

40(GP )

(b)

Figure 1: Example ode to show the a he optimization using dead value information
tails of the algorithm an be found in [3℄. Our DVD
ompiler works as a post-link optimizing ompiler. To
make the analysis safe, the ompiler algorithm assumes all variables to be live unless known for sure
that the variable is dead.
In our ompiler algorithm, we have assumed that all
memory lo ations are a essed using base addressing
mode, i.e. a memory lo ation is spe ied by adding
an oset to the base pointer. In our ompiler, we have
only identied the dead values for memory lo ations
a essed by three base pointers - global pointer, sta k
pointer, and frame pointer, i.e., through base registers
$r28, $r29, $r30 respe tively following MIPS register
usage onvention.
The algorithm starts by building the ontrol ow
graph (CFG) of the urrent pro edure. During the
CFG building phase, the ompiler also reates the loal and global symbol tables by tra king the lo al and
the global variables, identied by the oset and the
base pointer through whi h they are a essed. The
osets of lo al variables are onstant throughout the
pro edure sin e the value of the base pointers do not
hange inside the pro edure. Similarly, the osets of
the global variables are onstant throughout the program. Our ompiler algorithm takes are of the situation where a memory lo ation is a essed through a
base register other than the sta k or the global pointer.
After reating the lo al and global symbol tables, the
read and write sets 2 are generated for every instru tion and then the dead value information are omputed. A variable x is dead after an instru tion inst
reading (or writing into) x in blo k B, if inst is the last

read and write sets ontain the set of variables read and
written by an instru tion respe tively.
2

instru tion reading(or writing) x in B and x is not live
at the exit of B. Also x is dead after instru tion inst,
if there is an instru tion writing to x in B before any
other instru tion reading x.
The dead value information is passed from the ompiler to the pro essor by modifying the load and store
instru tions. Note that a value in a memory lo ation
an be dead only after a load or a store instru tion
that a esses that parti ular memory lo ation. If a
load instru tions loads from a memory lo ation after
whi h that value in that lo ation be omes dead then
the ompiler hanges that load instru tion to load.last.
Similarly after storing a value in a lo ation, if there is
no use of that value then the ompiler hanges that
store instru tion to store.last. Figure 1(b) shows the
ode after ompiler transforms lw and sw instru tions
(after whi h the orresponding memory lo ations are
dead), to lw.last and sw.last.
4.1.2

The Hardware Interfa e for Dead Value
Dete tion

In this subse tion we briey des ribe the hardware required to pro ess the dead value information obtained
from the ompiler. The details are in [3℄. The ompiler passes the dead value information at the word
and double-word level be ause most of the memory
a esses are done at that granularity. To maintain the
dirty/ lean information of the a he lines at the word
level granularity. we use a separate small table alled
dead entry table (DET), otherwise the overhead would
be too high. Ea h entry in the table ontains the blo k
address and an n (n = a he_line_size=word_size)
bit ag for dirty/ lean information and one valid bit.

Initially DET is empty with all the valid bits reset.
On a a he write an entry is allo ated in DET (if not
already present). When a new entry is allo ated, all
n bits in the ag are set if the a he line is dirty.
Otherwise, all the bits in the ag are reset. With
subsequent writes the orresponding bits are set. On
lw.last or sw.last if the entry is already in DET, the
orresponding bit is leared. Also sw.last does not set
the dirty bit in a he. When all the n bits in a DET
entry are 0, the pro essor resets the dirty bit of the
a he line. Hen e, this a he line will not be written
ba k during repla ement. To allo ate a new entry in
the DET, we rst look for an entry whose valid bit is
reset. Otherwise randomly repla e an entry.

4.2

Dead Sta k Dete tion (DSD)

In the programs written in languages like C, the sta k
of the pro edure holds the data lo al to that pro edure and the lifetime of the sta k variables are only
limited to the lifetime of the pro edures. A pro edure
allo ates a sta k in the memory when it is instantiated, by de reasing the sta k pointer. Just before a
pro edure returns, it deallo ates the sta k by in rementing the sta k pointer and the lo al variables in
the sta k be omes dead after that pro edure returns.
Hen e any update made to the a he lines orresponding to a pro edure's sta k need not be propagated to
the next memory level after that pro edure returns,
be ause the value in that sta k will not be used again.
Therefore, we an safely make all the lines in the a he
lean, orresponding to a pro edure's sta k at the return of that pro edure. This an easily be done by the
pro essor with the help from the ompiler.
We have developed ompiler and hardware method
for dead sta k dete tion [3℄. By default, the pro essor
assumes that all the a he lines that are a essed due
to a memory a ess through sta k pointer would be
dead after the a essing pro edure returns. However,
sometimes the pro edure a esses its aller's sta k by
using the sta k pointer. These lines should not be
marked lean by the pro essor at the return of the
pro edure. During ompilation the ompiler an easily dete t su h a esses. If a sta k a ess uses an index value greater than the size of its lo al sta k, then
ompiler annotates that a ess as a global a ess and
the pro essor does not lean that line upon pro edure
return. In our ompiler, su h global a esses are identied along with the DVD phase.

4.2.1

Overview of the Hardware Support for
Dead Sta k Dete tion

In order to lean a line at a pro edure return, the
pro essor needs to uniquely identify the lines a essed
during sta k a ess. To do that we have introdu ed
the on ept of ownership of a a he line. A a he line
is either owned by the global area or by a dynami
instan e of a pro edure. We have added four bits to
ea h a he line to store the owner's identier (id). A
a he line is leaned when its owner pro edure returns.
Call depth is used to identify a dynami instan e
of a pro edure be ause at any one point of time there
is only one pro edure at a ertain all depth. The
global area is at depth 0 and pro edure main() of
a program is at depth 1 and so on. We have used
a spe ial 4-bit ounter alled all_depth_ ounter for
this purpose. At the start of a program exe ution,
all_depth_ ounter is initialized to 1. During exe ution, when a pro edure all is en ountered, the
all_depth_ ounter is in remented by 1. Similarly
at pro edure return the all_depth_ ounter is de remented by 1.
When a load or store instru tion, using sta k
pointer, is exe uted by the pro essor, and the instru tion is not annotated as a global a ess by the ompiler,
the pro essor sends the a essing pro edures id to the
a he along with the other information. Otherwise the
ownership id value of 0 is sent to the a he to denote
it as an a ess to the global area. 3
If the a ess results in a a he miss, then the proedure id is written in the ownership eld of the a he
line. In ase of a a he hit, if the ownership value
in the a he line is less than the ownership id sent
to the a he, then the existing ownership of that line
is not hanged. Be ause the line is already owned
by the global area or by a pro edure with less depth
(i.e. higher in the alling hain) and the line should
be leaned only when that pro edure returns (whi h
would be later than the return of the urrent pro edure). Otherwise the ownership eld is updated with
the pro edure id.
At pro edure return, all the lines owned by the returning pro edure are marked lean. This is done in
a linear s an through the whole a he and sin e this
is outside the riti al path of the pro essor, it will not
ae t the a he a ess time or y le time. Also in a
linear s an, the hardware ost is not mu h. In the
worst ase, some line may get repla ed or ownership
3 Sin e we have only used 4 bits in the a he line ownership
eld and there are 16 bits in the all_depth_ ounter, if the
ounter value is greater than 15, the value 15 is passed to the
a he as the ownership id.

Dynamic

jsr foo();
foo:

Proc. Dirty
Id bit
000 1
101 1
000 1
010 1
000 1

Instruction
incr. counter

Call−Depth Counter
0000000101

sub SP, SP, 48

cache line

line
index
0
1
2
3
4

I10: sw r1, −20(SP)
I20: sw r2, −1024(GP)
101 1
011 1

I30: sw r4, −40(SP)

510
511

I40: sw r5, −20(r8)
I50: sw r2, −60(SP)
Instr.

return
decr. counter

I10:
I20:
I30:
I40:
I50:

Cache Line
Index
1
0
510
2
4

Figure 2: An example showing the leaning of a he lines a essed by a pro edure sta k
may get hanged before the line is leaned. This will
not ae t the orre tness of the exe ution.
4.2.2

Example
(DSD)

of

Dead

Sta k

Dete tion

The key on epts of DSD is explained with the example shown in Figure 2. In the left of Figure 2, a
segment of dynami instru tion stream in shown. The
program enters pro edure foo() with the jsr instru tion. We only show the store instru tions in pro edure
foo(). In the right of the Figure 2 we show the state of
the a he just before returning from foo() and the table below maps the sw instru tions to the a he lines.
Here we assume all the sw a esses were a he
misses, and lines were allo ated for them. Assume that
before the all instru tion, the depth- ounter value
was 4. At jsr foo(), the depth- ounter is in remented
to 5. So the identier of the dynami instan e of proedure foo() under onsideration is 5.
When I10 a esses oset 20 in its a tivation sta k,
it is loaded in a he line index 1. Hardware an determine that the a ess is made to the lo al sta k of foo(),
be ause sta k pointer SP is used as the base pointer
and oset 20 is less than the sta k size of foo(), whi h

is 48. So the all-depth ounter value 5 is stored in

Pro ID eld of a he line 1. Similarly, for I30 also 5
is stored in the Pro ID eld of a he line 510.

However, I20 is a essing a global value, sin e a essed through global pointer, 0 is stored in the Pro
Id of a he line 0. Similarly, 0 will be stored in the
Pro Id eld of a he lines 2 and 4 for a esses made
by I40 and I50. Be ause we do not know the value of
r8 and therefore do not know whether lo al sta k is
a essed or not.4
I50 is a essing beyond the lo al sta k. Therefore,
a he line 4 also should not be made lean after the
pro edure return. Now at the return instru tion, the
dirty bits of lines 1 and 510 are reset. The lo al values
of the instan e of foo() are dead after the return of
foo() and there is no need to store them to memory
for future use.
If for example, the a ess made by I30 shares the
a he line with its aller and the line was already
present in the a he with the Pro ID value of 4, (the
aller's depth), then Pro Id eld would not have been
overwritten by I30. This is be ause we do not want
to dis ard the hanges made by the aller. So, in gen4 It

may be possible to know where r8 is pointing with better
link time ompiler analysis.

Pro essor Params
De ode Width
Issue width
Bran h Predi tor
L1 - I a he
L1 - D a he
L2 - Unied
DET
Memory Laten y

Value
4
4
Bimodal with 2048 table size
32KB, 4-way set asso ., LRU,
32 byte line size, 1 y le laten y
32KB, 4-way set asso ., LRU,
32 byte line size, 1 y le laten y
256KB, 4-way set asso ., LRU
64 byte line size, 6 y le laten y
1KB
100 y les for the rst hunk

Table 1: Simples alar Simulator Parameters

Integer
Ben hmark
bzip2
g
gzip
m f
perl
twolf
vortex
vpr

Number of
Referen es
235864202
389188032
150676316
282954558
248595729
254806912
275013769
214718042

FP
Ben hmark
ammp
apsi
art
equake
mesa
swim
wupwise

Number of
Referen es
255247899
187965389
212728035
161264237
249097078
136862642
175958198

Table 2: Total Number of Loads and Stores Committed
eral, the Pro Id eld of an existing a he line will not
be overwritten by a larger depth value. But it will be
overwritten by a smaller depth value.

5 Experimental Evaluation
In this se tion we dis uss some experimental results in
bandwidth management as well as bandwidth saving.

5.1

Experimental
Setup

Methodology

and

For mi roar hite tural simulations, we modied the
out-of-order pro essor simulator of the Simples alar
tool set [4℄, with PISA (portable ISA) instru tion set.
Table 1 shows the parameters of the simulator.
We used the integer and oating point ben hmarks from Spe CPU2000 suite with referen e input.
The ben hmarks have been ompiled using the Simples alar g with the optimizations spe ied in the
makefile provided with the suite. Ea h ben hmark
is simulated for 500M instru tions after skipping the
startup phase as indi ted in [20℄. Table 2 shows the total number of loads and stores ommitted. The oun-

ters are saturating ounters of 5 bits ea h. The bandwidth saving te hniques are applied to the data a he
losest to the pro essor. On the other hand, the bandwidth management te hnique is done to the a he farthest from the pro essor.

5.2

Experiments and Dis ussion

The rst set of experiments shows the per entage derease in writeba ks in L1 data a he. This is an indiation of the number of writes to the memory leared
by the ompiler, hen e saving bandwidth. Figure 3
shows the results for both Spe INT and Spe FP. The
results are shown with respe t to the writeba ks in
the onventional write ba k poli y of the a he. As
an be seen from the gure, the savings are higher in
Spe INT (average of 24.02%) than in Spe FP (average
of 17.99%). This is mainly due to the omplex ontrol ow in the integer programs that in reases dead
values generated by lo al variables in subroutine alls.
The Spe FP ben hmarks on the other hand, have simple ontrol ow, onsisting mainly of loops in most
ases. The only ex eption is apsi where almost 95%
of the writeba ks are eliminated. On the other extreme, swim and wupwise have not gained from the
bandwidth saving te hniques. It is to be noted that
the IPC (instru tion per y le) is slightly better for
the s hemes with the bandwidth redu tion (around
5% improvement for spe INT and 3% improvement
for Spe FP on average), this is mainly due to the fa t
that we have not yet modeled the bus ongestion in
our simulator, and the gain in IPC seen is due to the
de rease in the tra whi h redu es write buer full
s enario. hen e we do not report them here. With bus
ongestion modeled, further IPC enhan ement is expe ted to be seen. The writeba ks from the unied L2
to the main memory is also redu ed, be ause the write
requests re eived from L1 is already redu ed. These
redu ed writeba ks at L2 are further optimized by the
bandwidth management te hniques
The se ond part of the tra optimization is the
bandwidth management from the unied L2 to the
main memory. In this ase we do not de rease the
number of writeba ks, but we try to re-distribute the
writeba ks over time in order to make use of the low
tra periods on the bus. Therefore a good metri
here is the per entage of writeba ks sent to memory
before the blo k is a tually repla ed. This is shown in
Figure 4. As an be seen, more than half the writes to
L2 in Spe FP and almost half of the writes to L2 in
Spe INT are done during low tra times, before the
blo k is repla ed. perl is the only ben hmark whi h
did not benet from this te hnique. This is be ause
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Figure 3: Per entage De rease in Writeba ks in L1 Data Ca he
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Figure 4: Per entage Dirty Blo ks Cleared Before the Blo k is Repla ed in L2 Unied Ca he
the original number of writes sent from L2 to the main
memory is very small ( there is only 0.0214 average
writes to a blo k before being repla ed).

bandwidth management was able to write around 50%
of the writeba ks during the low tra periods before
the blo k is a tually repla ed.

6 Con lusions
In this paper, we have dis ussed some te hniques for
optimizing the tra between dierent levels of a he
memories, as well as between the a he memory and
the main memory. We have shown that by ombining
both ompiler te hniques and dynami method, we
an a hieve both bandwidth saving as well as better
bandwidth management. Compiler te hniques have
been able to remove 24% of the writes for the Spe INT
and 18% of the writes for the Spe FP. Moreover, the

The future work in ludes the study of the ee t of
the proposed hybrid s heme on the tra by simulating the bus ongestion, as well as with more a he
levels. In ase of more than two level a hes, the
bandwidth saving te hniques need to be applied to
the a he nearest to the pro essor, while the bandwidth management te hnique an be applied to all
other levels, or at least to the level nearest to the main
memory.
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